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ABSTRACT

A technic was developed for determining the effects of ionizing radiation on
molecular oxygen concentration in an aqueous solution. The polarographic principle
was used for determining oxygen concentration, temperature, and viscosity of solution,
and oxygen concentration in gas. The polarographic system has the following
principal characteristics: (1) param'..ters can be remotely measured, permitting the
system to be used in environments hostile to observers (i.e., radiation); (2) temperature
measurement can be made within 1V C.; (3) changes in temperature are recorded
instantly; (4) oxygen concentration can be measured with a resolution well within
1 mm. Hg; and (5) oxygen changes are recorded instantly.
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OXYGEN CONCENTRATION, TEMPERATURE, AND VISCOSITY DETERMINATIONS

Polarographic Technic

I. INTRODTY TION the system has the capability of being extended
to utilize simultaneously many gas cylinders

The polarographic A;nod of determining and many cells.
oxygen concentration in gaseous and solution
environments has been used many times (1). A close-up of the cell, in which may be seen
Use of polarography to measure oxygen con- the protrusion of platinum and silver electrodes
centration has been limited in the past to into a saline solution, is shown in figure 2.
oxygen measurement. The influence of tem- The cover over cell A provides . a means for
perature, viscosity, and fluid movement on the controlling the gaseous environment over the
diffusion coefficient of oxygen has been in- solution. The leads extending from the
vestigated (2-5), and a knowledge of these electrodes are coupled to a polarograph that
variables must be ascertained at the time the can be located far enough from the test cell to
oxygen measurement is made, if the oxygen permit this system to be used in environments
measurement is to be accurate. If all but one hostile to the observer (i.e., radiation).
of these variables (e.g., viscosity) were main-

* tained constant, the system would then meas- Instrumentation
ure the coefficient of viscosity of the solution.
Likewise, the principle could be applied to de- The polarographic circuit (fig. 3) used in
termine quantitative values of such other the system involves the following principle:
variables as temperature, dynamics of fluid oxygen is reduced at the cathode (platinum
movement, and oxygen concentration. This electrode), and electron flow resulting from
communication describes the use of polarog- this reduction is measured as a voltage drop
raphy to measure temperature, oxygen con- across resistor A, B, or C. The basic equation
centration, and viscosity, for this principle is:

0,. + 2e + 2H+ - H.,O., + 2e + 2H+ - 2H.,O
II. METHODS The measurements are made in a dilute solu-

tion of an electrolyte (e.g., 0.9 N NaC1). The
Apparatus external current control shown in the circuit

was not used in this study; however, it pro-
The apparatus that is used to measure vides the capability of applying to the cathode

the parameters listed in the introduction is an a.c. voltage rather than a d.c. voltage. In
illustrated in figure 1. Both cell A and cell B certain experiments, it is advantageous to use
can be used interchangeably as test and con- an a.c. voltage owing to the effect of con-
trol cells. C represents a solenoid valve that tamination upon the electrode by the medium
can permit the control of the system remotely, in which the electrode is inserted (1). The
and D indicates a tank of gas that can be circuit on the positive side of the output is
used to change the concentration of oxygen in used primarily to suppress the voltage dif-
the fluid medium in either cell. Only two cells ferences that are created in the cell by the
and one cylinder are .;hown in this figure, but combination of platinum, silver, and sodium



FIGURE 1

Cell A with cover to control atmosphere over the solution. Cell B can be used with or

without the cover. Solenoid valve (C) can be remotely operated. Tank containing nitrogen

(D); bubbling nitrogen through the glass filter in cell A removes the oxygen. Extension

cable connected to F permits remote control of solenoid valve.

chloride, thereby permitting at the output for across the resistors (indicated in fig. 3) makes

further amplification only oxygen-reduction it necessary to use d.c. amplifiers to gain an

current. This arrangement makes possible a acceptable degree of resolution. With this

resolution of oxygen concentration within system, changes of 1 mm. Hg can be detected.

1 mm. Hg. Also, the system permits easy determination
of temperature changes within 1' C.

In this system, the applied voltage on the

platinum electrode is 1 v., permitting the III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

system to function on the plateau of the cur-

rent-voltage curve (fig. 41). Oxygen concentration

A thermistor is used to measure the tern- It is well known that polarographic systems

perature of the saline solution in the test cell can measure the concentration of oxygen in

(see block diagram, fig. 5). A glass filter fluid and tissue mediums (6, 7, 8). The use of

permits the passage of gas into the cell and nitrogen to reduce the oxygen concentration

prohibits the leakage of saline solution from in a saline solution and the use of air to return

the cell. The reactor core is shown to indicate the solution to normal oxygen concentration

a possible use of all the remote features of the are illustrated in figure 6. The oxygen-reduc-

system. The low level of the voltage drop tion current is increased with the onset of the

produced by the oxygen-reduction current nitrogen bubbles that are forced through the
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1. Calibrate the polarographic system by
measuring the oxygen-reduction current flow
in a saline solution in air. This current flow
represents 150 mm. Hg (201/( oxygen in air, or
20,C/ of 750 mm. Hg). Bubble nitrogen
through the glass filter, removing all oxygen
in the saline solution. If proper use is made
of the circuit on the positive-output side of the
schematic shown in figure 3, no current flow
will be detected after nitrogen is bubbled

X, through the solution for several minutes. The
relationship is linear between oxyger current
flow and oxygen concentration.

2. Force the gas containing the unknown
oxygen concentration through the saline solu-
tion equilibrated to oxygen concentration in
air, and use the calibration curve (plotted as
described above) to determine the current

A, flow resulting from the gas mixture in the
solution, thus ascertaining the oxygen con-
centration in the gas mixture.

3. Replace the saline solution with a solu-
tion containing the unknown oxygen concentra-
tion and measure the oxygen-reduction current
flow. With this value and the calibration curve,
determine the oxygen concentration in the solu-
tion. The viscosity and temperaturc of the
saline solution used to calibrate the system and

FIGURE 2 of the solution contairing the unknown oxygen
Test and control cells indicating the protrusion of concentration must be the same.

platinum-wire aad silver-wire electrodes into a normal
solution of sodium chloride. Glass filter is located at
the bottom of the cell (white ring). The cover A Temperature
over control cell C permits the environmental gas to
remain constant. B is clone-up of the test cell, The polarographic system as a tempera-

glass f ilter. This increase in the o~rngen- ture-measuring device was compared with a

reduction current is typical cf all bare oxygen- thermistor (fig. 7A). The temperature change

sensitive electrodes and is dr ý to a phenomenon was produced in a medium in which these

known as "stirring potentials" (constant curves were made simultaneously in each

changing of the oxygen-diffusion gradient). system. The thermistor lagged the polro-

Also, it may be noted i.-. 'tigure 6 that when graphic system by approximately 0.5 sec.;
oxygen was returned to the solution, the therefore, when one is interested in measuringoxygen concrenturain exedt hed itsorgional t instantaneous temperature changes, the polaro-oxygen concentration exceeded its original g a h c m t o o a i g t e e m a u evale. his to, ws de t th efectof graphic method for making these measure-
value. This, too, was due to the effect of ments is far nuperior to a system in which a
stirring potentials. thermistor is used. The difference in the

To measure the unknown oxygen concentra- s' nsitivity of the two systems is apparent.
tion in a solution or in gas, the following steps The actual change in temperature was ap-
are required: proximately 10" C.; however, it is obvious from
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Polarographic circuit. The exampi,- "biologic fluid" represents any medium contai;,ing
oxygen in molecular form. Zero supprcssior. positire side of output, permits greater se,'-
sitility cnd provides det,,rmination ýtithin I mm. Hg or P C. change. Selection of resistor
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FIGURE 4 Block diagram indicating a reactor core, to demon-strate a use requiting the remote features of the:
Typical current-voltage curve. s:ystem.
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An experiment was performed to indicate 7EMPERATURj ý Dj ABSJ 10

th ncesiy oro:ygen when the system is OF -

used as a temperature indicator (fig. 7B). 0B 2 4 5 6 7

Tw.%o things are apparent: (1) the oxygen must T SCIIS

be present, andl (2) the temperature-sensitivity
of the system (the degree of rn-solution with
respect to temperature change) depends on FIGURIF 7

the magnitude of the oxygen concentration ; J'irgahcsjstein ust-d as a trfinperatutfll inl-

the higher the oxygen concentration, the more drl~tior. A, Note instantane-ous react jun of the- poa/a in

sensitive the system is to temperature changes, giraphic systemi to tempferature chantges. Reaction timec
hag betiveen the tivo systems in approximately 0.5 5E'o.

When the oxygen concentration reaches zero, Hi, Note the necessity for the presence of oxygenp
the system is no longer sensitive to tempera- to measure temnperature change. Thermistor registere-d
ture changes,. As shown in figure 7B, at ap- tempe-ra tutre change (dotted line), but chapige wa-is

proximately 6.5 sec. the temperature in the absent in the polarographie tentperature curve, (Morid

souinwas changed and the thermistor ln)
(.shown by a dotted line) indicated a change
of approximately 10' C. During this period, Nocagintevlgefth lrgapc
however, bubbling nitrogen through the solu- Note change te in thevlae ofntherol rographen
tion had removed the oxygen from the ?ystem sytmwsnedith corlcll he
at 1.0 .sec., and no change due to temperature saline was added; however, each addition of
variation in the solution was noted in the agar solution to the test cell decreased the
polatrographic oxygen curve, voltage output of the test cell. It is important

to realize at this point that, even though the
Vriscosity oxygen-diffusion current had been reduced, the

oxygen concentration was maintained at 150
The polarographic system wats used to incas- mm. 11g. Each addition of agar essentially

tire the viscosity of a solution (fig. 8). Saline changed the oxygen-diffusion coefficient, pro-
was added to the control cell each time a ducing a lower voltage for the same oxygen
mixture of agar wits added to the test cell, concentration.
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A Wbe*n this method is used to r.easure
,--- ---- viscosity, it is imperative that the temperature

I ard the oxygen concentration be unchanged
during the measurement. Once a solution with
known viscosity has been added and the system

-. .60• has been calibrated, the test cell wi!l b. ready
for determination of the unknown viscosity.
Additions of a solution in which the viscoaity
is unknown into a test cell should register a

% -' 3• , s , voltage output of the system which, when
W %P matched with the calibration curve, should give

a fair approximation of the viscosity of the
FIGURE 8 new solution.

Poiarogrcphir. 4stem ased, t-o wsearr iis~r~tl.

A ard B, Saline xolwtim ad4MeS to cowtrol cell reoxiut-
isp salinw (dotted lie) smd arar added *o tet ovll
cotoibmaiag agar golxtion (n*iMd imO.
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